
 

 

SOME TRAINS NEVER COME 
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“I don't want to be the hero of the day 

a big red title in the news with the wrong name under my face 

an old man wearing young clothes castrated along the way of lust 

with all the bad days of my life stamped in my ass (I had this feeling) 

I just want to see my dreams comin' truth 

build up a band like "The Police" to get me out of the blue 

I could even kill to quench my desire 

to be enlightened as a king I've become a liar 

You want it, you need it, you keep on cryin' for it,  

there is no solution, no ground under your feet 

a lonely survivor lost in normality, your fate is a glory that no one ever see 

 

So, they say, our Love won't last forever, it's a stone so hard to carry on 

but I keep on running on the way of my unconsciousness  

waitin' for my day to come 

 

Stagnatin' in the station of a reckless life 

waitin' for the right train to leave the town and fly 

"Don't stand so close to me" exploding in my brain 

a kick in the crotch to burning off the flame 

'Cause life is not a movie and some trains never come 

but I jump into the railway and I start to walk 

You want it, you need it, you keep on dyin' for it,  

there is no solution, no ground under your feet 

a lonely survivor lost in banality, your fate is the glory that no one ever see 

You're gonna walk where there's no way to go, and 

you will learn the magic is in the walk, you're gonna walk with no way to go 

 

So, they say, our Love won't last forever, it's a stone so hard to carry on 

but I keep on running on the way of my unconsciousness 

waitin' for my day to come 

So you say that some trains never come 

but I jump into the railway and I start to walk 

...just follow the rail....the rail...the rail....the rail.......” 
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